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Chapter 8 
_j 
!..____ _________ _ 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
I can still vwidly 1 emember the door closing behtnd me. Highly respected members of the school community 
were deciding my fate around a table piled with documents and planners. They were searching for a 
graduate teacher; a piece of the puzzle, to fit in wrth their school's philosophy and d1rect1on. I nervously 
approached the panel with a tentative sm!le and a secret anxiety and sat down ready to hear the verdict 
that was to decide my immediate future. f studied the pane! members' faces for any insight mto the result, 
but clearly they had played poke1 before. Thomas' the PrinCJpal started, 'If I understand correctly, you 
are prepared to go into that classroom with all those students and mstJ/ m them a love for learning, so 
welcome to the school'. We shook hands and the door opened for me Four years have passed and I 
am now a Year 6 teacher at a primary school (Preparatory Year to Year 6) along the coast of Southern 
Australia 
Thomas 
In this chapter you will be hearing more from Thomas, and reflecting on the complex 
decisions he makes when planning for literacy learning and teaching. In addition, 
you will be presented with two other accounts of planning for learning and teaching: 
one by Gaelene that arises out of her work as a literacy teacher within a middle years 
context; the other by Maria about her experiences of whole-school planning within a 
primary school. 
A common theme running through these accounts of planning is the need to fo-
cus on the students you are teaching. These days, teachers are expected to plan their 
lessons and develop curriculum with regard to the outcomes mandated in official 
curriculum documents. They also need to ensure that what they do accords with 
whole school policy. Even more pressures can be imposed by the need to ensure 
that their students are ready for system-wide literacy testing, such as the NAPLAN 
tests. The paper work required to show that what you are doing accords with of-
ficial policy can be enormous. With all these demands being made on teachers to 
comply with policy mandates at a school, state and national level, there is a danger 
of slipping into box-ticking that loses sight of the students. The three examples 
of planning presented here reflect a common concern on the part of the teachers 
involved - Thomas, Gaelene and Maria - to meet whole-school and system-wide 
curriculum and assessment requirements while remaining responsive to the needs 
of their pupils. 
The stories that comprise this chapter provide examples of planning for learning 
and teaching, not models. As with all the narratives presented in this book, you are 
invited to reflect critically on what is being done and to consider whether it is some-
thing you might wish to do or whether it would even be feasible to implement such an 
approach. Although the stories presented in this chapter are quite diverse, they have 
been chosen to reflect the multiple dimensions of planning, ranging from Thomas's 
focus on his own class to Maria's account of the dynamics of whole-school planning. 
Gaelene's story also prompts thought about links between primary school and sec-
ondary school and the responsibilities of both primary and secondary te~chers for 
the welfare of pupils as they make the transition from one sector to the other. Taken 
together, these stories are intended to encourage you to think about all the things you 
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need to consider in order to engage in effective planning, including a knowledge of 
policy at a school, state and national level, as well as theoretical resources relating 
to language and literacy development. But before all else, we are asking (echoing the 
epigraph we have taken from James Britton): how can you ensure that you begin 
where the children are? 
Thomas's story: beginning with 
the child 
Consider this: have there been times when you have felt challenged by the suspicion 
that the language we use to talk about literacy is inaccessible to students? Would it 
enable your students to take more ownership of the learning that you are expecting 
them to accomplish if the official curriculum could be worded in ways that they could 
understand? 
:ran account of a 
11ilar initiative to 
;nslate the language 
·official curriculum 
:oterms which 
;dents can use and 
·derstand, see Shona's 
iry in Chapter 4. 
Thomas is one who has faced such a challenge. In Thomas's 
Year 6 classroom, planning begins with careful assessment of students. 
The students are placed at the centre of the process as Thomas 
translates the language of the Australian Curriculum into 'Kidspeak', 
involving them in goal setting, planning and assessment. 
Thomas aims to personalise the learning and to differentiate 
reading and writing tasks so that all students are working at their 
instructional level for optimum achievement. In his approach there are 
strong links between learning, assessment and curriculum planning 
that are maintained through continuing conversations between the students, parents 
and himself as the teacher. 
Here is how Thomas explains his approach: 
To meet the fresh challenges that accompanied the introduction of the new national 
curriculum, I developed a planning and teaching framework that could be used to map 
the current Language and Literacy skills and understandings for each student from 
Preparatory right through to Year 10. It takes the teacher curriculum terminology from 
Level 1 (end of Preparatory}, to Level 10 (end of Year 10], and translates it into learning 
intentions for the students. This way, students know exactly what they're learning, 
why they're learning it and how their learning can be applied to real life s1tuat1ons. To 
engage students in reading, they need to see purpose in the act1vit1es they complete 
Add1t1onally, because the curriculum 1s translated into simple student-friendly lan-
guage, the framework can be used to inform my lessons, assessments and reports. 
I give each of my students a bookmark with the learning outcomes expressed in lan-
guage that they understand. An example of a student-friendly translation of some of 
the national curriculum standards into 'K1dspeak' as printed on a bookmark is shown 
1n Table 8.1. 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
Table 8.1: Thomas's student bookmark 
LEVEL4 STRATEGIES TO USE 
Standards Statements (Australian Curriculum Assessment and Reporting Authority, n d.) 
(not included on the bookmark but included here in bold to show the translation into 
'K1dspeak')* 
Students understand how content can be 
organised using different text structures 
depending on the purpose of the text: 
Can I understand at least three pieces of 
information from a magazine, newspaper, novel, 
diagram, letter or song? 
Analysing newspaper article - Concept map -
Character cards -Advertisement- Recipe -
Magazme cover - Letter -Art Attack 
Students read and view different types of texts, 
identifying how they vary depending in either 
complexity and technicality, depending on 
either the approach to the topic, the purpose 
and the intended audience: 
Can I explain why authors write different text 
types? 
E.g Narratives, poems, song, persuasive. 
newspapers, letters, postcards, advertisements, 
signs and magazines. 
Advertisement - Teacher conference - Letter to 
character - Narrative music - lntervww author -
Read and create poetry 
Students build literal and inferred meaning 
to analyse and evaluate texts, for example 
making inferences about a person's 
motivations and intentions and consider how 
this impacts on the audience 
Can I predict and infer events in my novel? 
Can I explain how 1t will affect the characters and 
plot? 
Little Bebop - Sticky notes - See, think, wonder -
Re-wnte fmal chapter - Greatest performance 
Students recognise how authors and 
illustrators choose techniques to hold a 
reader's attention and elicit an emotional 
response. 
Can I relate the information in a novel to 
something that happens in real-life? 
TV broadcast part 1/2 - Venn diagram - Interview 
character - Newspaper headline/picture - BTN -
Life - Culture shift 
Using what I already know 
Predicting 
F1nd1ng key words 
Quest1onmg and thinking aloud 
Reading and retelling 
Re-reading to check meaning 
Using what I already know 
Asking why the author wrote 1t 
Asking who s/he 1s writing it for 
Looking at the text structure and layout 
Looking at the pictures and other visual 
effects 
Looking tor key words (connectives) 
Predicting and confirming 
Inferring and drawing conclusions 
Using what I already know 
Retelling events 
Finding key events 
Re-reading to check meaning 
Pred1ct1ng 
Summarising characters and plot 
Inferring and drawing conclusions 
Retelling and re-reading 
Summarising 
Picturing events and characters 
Activating prior knowledge 
Linking to what I already know 
Inferring and drawing conclusions 
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Students identify and explain characteristic 
text structures and language features used 
in a range of imaginative, informative and 
persuasive texts to meet the purpose and 
audience of the text. 
Can I understand that some texts are written for 
different audiences? 
Advertisement - Teacher conference - Letter to 
character - Narrative music - Interview author 
Asking why the author wrote it 
Asking who s/he 1s writing 1t for 
Predicting and confirming 
Looking at the text structure and layout 
Looking at the pictures and other visual 
effects 
"Outcomes statements in off1c1al curriculum documents, such as the Australian Curriculum, can change The 
key point that Thomas 1s making concerns the des1rabil1ty of translating ex1st1ng outcomes statements into 
language that 1s accessible to a wider audience, 1nclud1ng students 
I felt that this framework would be a good way to combine the expl1c1t reading strategies 
that were taught in many literacy programs operating 1n schools, with the expectations 
in the national curriculum. I was aware that the CAFE (Boushey & Moser 2009) and 
the Fountas and Pinnell (2010) 'Benchmark Assessment System' were popular literacy 
resources that were used by many teachers and schools. Our school was using both, 
so I incorporated elements of both to make the framework a flexible 'living' thing that I 
could own, as well as my students. Visiting teachers often asked me if the framework 
I was using was only suitable for one particular aspect of literacy teaching My answer 
was no, and that was what made 1t so effective. The framework was designed with 
a need to focus on the explicit teaching of reading strategies, with room to add and 
change the strategies. whenever I hear of and learn of other strategies that might work 
with my students. 
The student bookmark that Thomas designed to accompany his framework is one 
way he makes the curriculum accessible, involving them in a conversation about their 
learning by providing a shared language for understanding and communication. 
Reflection and discussion 
1trtmi: ster:s ,jo you mke i;:i ycur own planning;:'.) mak2 ;:he curric~lum accessible tc 
studern,s? Do you ;:hrnk :;haL. Tr.Lcmas's strawgy wculd ennance L.he1r learning? E::wr 
'Nould you be able w gauge 0hat you lmve successfully opened up the curric-ilum, 
e:--1atlmg 0hem L.c mke ownership of :nen· learning? 
Thomas certainly feels that his initiative has been successful, though he needed to go 
further, as he explains: 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
My students were starting to take control of their learning and monitoring their progress. 
However, after using the bookmarks I realised that engaging them in the conversation 
wasn't enough to engage them 1n learning. I needed to involve them in planning as 
well. I wanted to incorporate explicit teaching of reading; I wanted students to write 
their own learning intentions, success criteria and reading and writing goals; I wanted 
them to self-assess and peer-assess in each lesson ... but how?That's when I decided 
to design a planner with the students. A planner would allow students to use their book-
mark to choose an appropriate learning intention that would be spec1f1c to their needs. 
A short example of a student's planner is included in Table 8.2. 
Table 8.2: Excerpt from a student's planner 
ACTIVITY 
LEARNING 
SESSION INTENTION 
40-50 MIN SUCCESS CRITERIA 
Act: Analyse a 
newspaper 
Learning intention: 
- Can I understand 
three pieces of 
information from a 
newspaper? 
Success criteria: 
- I can find an 
interesting 
newspaper article. 
- I can identify who 
wrote it, when it 
was written and for 
which paper. 
SELF--
MATERIALS ASSESSMENT 
Newspaper 
Laptop 
computer 
Pen 
English book 
Scissors 
I rate myself 
8/10. I found 
an interesting 
article, but it 
was a slightly 
above my level 
I could still 
1dent1fy the 
main parts of 
the article. 
PEER ASSESSMENT 
9/10 
Even though the 
student didn't find 
an article at his level, 
the student still 
achieved his success 
criteria. 
By taking this initiative, Thomas became aware of even further ways in which he 
might involve his students in their own learning. 
Now I had a new challenge. Students knew what they needed to do to learn and how 
to plan their own learning, but not how to get there. I thought, 'Wouldn't 1t be good 1f 
they could independently access activities that would provide evidence of their learn-
ing?' So I provided around eighty act1v1t1es written in student-friendly language with 
step-by-step instructions that directly targeted the students' learning intentions and 
goals. These were open-ended, differentiated and catered for different learning styles. 
For example, some students visited an Art Attack onl1ne video, which ran through hun-
dreds of different art creations that could be completed using simple school materials. 
Students watched and followed the 1nstruct1ons to create art pieces of their own and 
then wrote the procedure for another student. Other students then read and use~ 
those instructions to make the same product without the video. This task allowed 
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for higher order thinking, as some students were able to suggest different ways to 
improve the same item or plan a design for the product. Others who enjoyed debat-
ing researched a controversial issue of their choice, and shared a 'monologue debate' 
where they debated the arguments of two personalities 1n front of the class by them-
selves. By filming the debate and rece1v1ng feedback from peers, the students were 
using self-assessment and peer-assessment strategies respectively We were also 
engaged 1n conversations about the purposes and audiences for texts, and the links 
between reading, writing, speaking and listening 
The process did not stop there, but as Thomas explains it also had implications for 
assessment and reporting. 
There was now one final piece missing 1n the 11gsaw of planning and assessment: how 
to communicate outcomes to students, teachers and parents. J had the answer right 
1n front of me. Once students had planned their act1v1ty, completed it. self-assessed, 
peer-assessed and then finally conferred with the teacher, we now had evidence of 
student learning sitting on the table for all to see and discuss. Students used this 1n 
their digital portfolios. They uploaded self-assessments and student-teacher confer-
ences to the school website or Web 2.0 site so that parents could connect and take 
part in the conversations no matter where they were. 
And so the cycle began again. 
This approach provided Thomas with an individualised diagnostic assessment 
approach that established each student's entry-level achievement within the 
national curriculum. It gave Thomas and his students 'pre-test' assessment infor-
mation, which assisted them to select appropriate classroom activities that would 
target specific learning outcomes for each child. As the literacy program proceeded, 
Thomas and his students progressively accumulated evidence of outcomes that had 
been met, working together to realise each student's individualised reading and 
writing goals. 
The process that Thomas recounts illustrates the way teachers continually reflect 
on their teaching practice. Thomas was continually questioning, trialling and review-
ing his practice and the way he went about planning for learning and teaching. He 
began with a suspicion that the students' learning might be enhanced if he were able 
to devise a strategy that made the language of the curriculum accessible to them, and 
through implementing this strategy he was then able to take other initiatives that 
gave the students even more ownership of their learning. 
You might now find it useful to reread Thomas's account of his initiatives, asking 
yourself the following questions. 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
Reflection and discussion 
·what educational ideals seem l,O mot1va-ce nwmas? Do you share those ideals? Hovv 
do you gau.ge -che success of uhe mi-cimives 0hat n2 has taken? Do you i:,bmk that 
such m1tia-c1\"es '1\TOUld wrort::.. in sch::iols in you nave mugm? Can you thmx of 
Other ways m which studenr,2 m1ghu play an acc,ive ro~e m curriculun1 p1annmg and 
assesmnenL "? 
Gaelene's story: working with tensions 
and debates in literacy 
We shall now consider a rather different example of planning for literacy learning and 
teaching, drawing on Gaelene's experience as a teacher within a middle years literacy 
program in a large secondary college in a coastal town in Australia. Gaelene has extensive 
experience as a primary school teacher, but she currently finds it professionally reward-
ing to work part time as the co-ordinator and teacher of students with additional needs at 
this school, as well as working at a university as a lecturer in curriculum and pedagogy. 
When reading the following account of Gaelene's work, you might ask yourself 
many of the same questions that you have just asked in response to Thomas's story, but 
you will also be prompted to think about other issues, including how students' literacy 
learning can be sustained as they move from primary school tu secondary school. 
What is a middle years learner? 
The 'middle years learner' is typically positioned between the later primary school 
years and the first few years of secondary schooling. In chronological years this may 
extend from around eight or nine years to thirteen or fourteen years. A key challenge 
they face relates to the transition from primary school to their secondary education, 
especially with respect to the literacy demands that this transition involves. 
'Middle years learners' have been typically characterised by various educational 
stakeholders as learners who are sophisticated users of new communications media 
and technologies, have more exposure to popular and mass culture messages, are more 
heavily influenced by their peers than significant adults, are 'at-risk' of educational dis-
engagement and under-achievement and are more demanding with respect to how the 
knowledge, skills and values that teachers and schools promote connect with their world. 
Victoria Carrington explores middle years learners in the following text: Carrington, 
Victoria 2006, Rethinking Middle Years: Early Adolescents, Schoo/mg and D1g1tal 
Culture, Allen & Unwin, Crows Nest NSW. You might also find 1t interesting to read the 
ALEA journal, Literacy Learning. The Middle Years Journal, which, as its name ind1cf)tes, 
focuses on literacy issues in the middle years 
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In response to such perceptions, schools approach 'the middle years' as a time where 
curriculum, pedagogy and assessment should be more connected to the world of ado-
lescence, more intellectually demanding overall, developing higher-order thinking 
and more problem-based. 
With respect to language and literacy, middle years learners are expected to read 
silently and with increasing speed to gain meaning from a wider range of texts, 
critically engage with an increasing range of multimedia and print-based texts, write 
independently, utilising a range of genres across various subject areas and use new 
and emerging forms of communication and technologies. 
This, at least, is how the 'middle years' are often constructed, but you might 
pause to consider whether such perceptions paradoxically promote a 'one-size-fits-
all' approach to the teaching and learning of literacy with such students, rather than 
really providing for their individual needs. 
How do you feel about the 'middle years'? Do you feel that this classification 
really captures a distinctive phase in the development of young people? 
Reflection and discussion 
VV11en readmg Gaelece·s swry a~ou the "arious stre:w:;g1c::::s sl1e Lcses t:=i r1eli= s"cudems 
w1:,h llu:;racy d1ficu L-u1es ycn-1 m1gh;: alsc cons1der ho-,,1 her J=eaagcg~1 -NiLnw t~ns 
cor...:;eouo::::J cf the ·middle ,:v-el:trs ~earner'. 
Throughout her teaching experiences in mainstream primary and secondary educa-
tion, and now her work with students who may be deemed to be 'at-risk' or as hav-
ing additional needs, Gaelene has been engaged in literacy debates, or in what one 
academic has styled as the 'literacy wars' (Snyder 2008). Debates over the effective-
ness (or lack thereof) of this or that literacy approach have often been constructed by 
the media as responses to an ongoing 'literacy crisis' in Australian society, and they 
are often bound up with complex social and economic changes. Literacy educators 
themselves have been swept up in these debates, often arguing among themselves 
about the best approach to literacy teaching. Gaelene remembers times in the 1980s 
and early 1990s when heated arguments about 'process' or 'genre' approaches to 
teaching writing occurred between participants at conferences and professional 
development seminars. 
If you would like to read more on these arguments, you might care to look at Ian Reid's 
book, The Place of Genre m Learnmg, which was published in 1984. Both English tn 
Australia and the Australian Journal of Language and Literacy have featured articles 
about genre pedagogy over the past two to three decades. 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
Gaelene became personally involved in these debates, and they still influence her 
practices today, being key moments in the formation of her identity as a literacy 
educator. It has been argued, for example, that from the early 1970s until the mid-
1980s, education was heavily influenced by 'growth pedagogy' or 'whole language', 
a progressive educational philosophy that emphasised the importance of 'natural' 
models of learning. Process approaches to teaching writing were considered by their 
advocates to be the best way to encourage children to express their personal 'voice' 
and individual points of view through writing. 
For an understanding of process approaches to the teaching of writing see Calkins 
(1983, 1991, 1994) and Graves (1983, 1986). The emphasis of such approaches is on 
negotiating with students the topics they would like to write about and the form their 
writing might take. Teachers encourage students to draft their work and then to seek 
feedback from others 1n order to craft the writing further. 
But in the mid-1980s and 1990s a number of researchers and teachers began to 
identify problems with process approaches, arguing that they were not adequate to 
meet the needs of the groups of children who continued to experience educational 
disadvantage, including those from low socio-economic groups and from minority 
cultures with languages in addition to English. 
Children have diverse cultural and linguistic resources, and some researchers 
argued that practices and strategies associated with whole language and process 
approaches to writing privileged mainstream, mostly white, middle-class children. 
For examples of such critiques of whole language and process pedagogy see Barrera 
(1992), Delpit (1986, 1988), Dressman (1993), Dyson (1992), Lensmire (1994, 2000), 
Reyes (1992) and Spiegel {1992). 
Many of these studies criticised so-called progressive approaches for emphasising the 
particular discourse patterns, interactional styles and spoken and written language 
codes of predominantly white, middle-class student populations and their teachers. 
They argued that, in some contexts, the explicit teaching of the rules, including the 
conventions associated with the literacy practices of the dominant culture, is nec-
essary in order for children from minority cultures and disadvantaged groups to 
experience success in reading and writing. Emphasis on individual choice in topics, 
purposes and forms for writing was seen to limit the range of text types that students 
typically used to narrative and recount (Martin & Rothery 1986). Advocates of a genre-
based approach, proposed as an 'alternative' to process writing, believed that a fo-
cus on the explicit teaching of specific genres in writing would expand the children's 
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repertoire of texts and allow non-mainstream and disadvantaged students access to 
the language of power (Martin 1989; Rothery & Martin 1986). 
Reflection and discussion 
Have you been mvoi'1ed m deba~es Yvitn coL_eagues acorn ar:;proac_tes w rnaching 
Ingl1sc lirnracy? Hmv Cild you resolve any differences be1/'Neer:_ your apr:;roac:ies 
1iVl:l_en panning 'Ni1h col:eagues? 
IG :s vwrttr1AThJle w fo,m1llanse yourse1f vvrch key aspects of lhe deba-ces about) TNr"o1e 
langLiage a:ij_ genre approa:::;nes. (Norn that) man;:l -ceachers dre'N on a comb1r-1ac1on 
of approacr::es m acGempt 00 lake a balanced approaci:1 ~o the -ceac~1~1g of llwracy) Jr 
is, dI°cer all. imponan-:, w unplerr~eLu a _i=:eC.ag'.Jgy that is f uEy mformed by researc:;n 
on tI'~e LBa-:JtEng vvritmg, eT, en Lhough you m1g2T'.:. momfy 1,\"ha·u yot1 take from such 
research in Lhe J1gf'_t of :-r:mr crm u::achllg ex_i:;erience. You can access tr_e debates 
abouu process a1~j_ genre by chas LC g up so:-ne :::if tne referen=:es ir1 t'.1is cnaptsr 
Irc t11e mear~um::=:. you might r;ause L'.J ccnsner 'Nnether "n y'Jur experience sof'l.e 
ai:::prc:acnes lC l:~eracy teachmg .r::_ri-.T~lege scm8 social grcu:ps cT,'eT ochers. Th~s is 
ar~ issue Lhau nas e,lvmys ccncerned ~-tere,cy edJcatcrs, as you can see 1.f yc:u P?713_l 
Clmocer 2 c_'.J_,g cook a::-'1d co~s1der Lhe accci..1n1 grven there '.Jt Sh1r1':::~; :Snee Hea~_r~·s 
wcrk. 
It seems difficult to escape the conclusion that there will always be debates and 
tensions within the field of literacy education, as shown by other chapters in this 
book. This is because literacy is complex, and people will inevitably have different 
views about how it should be taught. Unfortunately, while debates can be valuable, 
prompting teachers to think critically in an effort to improve their practice, they can 
also polarise, with some people adopting a 'one-size-fits-all' approach. The teach-
ing and learning of literacy is far more complex than simply jumping on the latest 
pedagogical bandwagon, It is important to keep an open mind, viewing the ideas, 
theories and approaches that you come across as a smorgasbord from which to 
choose, as you consider the diverse needs of every new cohort or problem of practice 
that you face. 
Planning for learners from diverse 
backgrounds in a middle years context 
Can you imagine a class of children who are all exactly at the same level of develop-
ment, from exactly the same socio-economic and cultural background, with exactly 
the same access to resources, and with exactly the same life experiences and atti-
tudes to learning? The reality is that classrooms always comprise diverse learners, 
although that diversity can be wider in some settings rather than others. This is 
what makes planning for learning and teaching such demanding (and professionally 
, I~ 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
rewarding) work. In the following story Gaelene shares with you her own challenges 
when catering for the needs of a diverse group of 'at-risk' literacy learners within a 
middle years setting. 
I sit with long lists of test scores, piles of samples of writing and teacher feedback 
sheets, all in an effort to sift through and identify 'at-risk' students. As coordinator of 
additional needs students I select students in Years 7 to 9 for various Literacy Support 
programs based on a variety of assessments, primarily 1n Reading. I use scores and 
levels from standardised tests and on-line tests based on levels 1-10 in the national 
curriculum, and I ask for recommendations from English subject area teachers. I also 
look at past reports and transition information from primary schools, if there is any. 
But although these are valuable, I still feel the need to gather more data. If students 
are three or more year levels below their expected level, they are listed to receive 
small group assistance, and, in the case of Indigenous students, one-to-one tutoring. 
About one in five students need additional assistance of some sort. I try to select 
them discreetly, but the program has been running for three years now, and there's 
not the same stigma attached to working 1n Literacy Support. So I take the lists and, 
together with teachers, select the students we think could benefit. We look at each 
student's desire to achieve, degree of need, age, potential for positive improvement, 
attendance records and behaviour 1n mainstream classes I send letters home, but 1n 
the end 1t 1s the students and the parents who make the decision whether they will 
participate. 
Rowe, G, Daly, 
M,Lamont, H, 
Edwards, D & Mayor 
Cox, S 2000, Success 
with Reading and 
Writing: Helping At-
Risk Students 8-13 
Years, Teacher Manual, 
Dellasta, Melbourne. 
We keep the groups small for intervention/support on a regular basis for sev-
eral weeks, but the classes don't replace mainstream English classes. Testing 
1n reading 1s the starting point, but then dunng classes I try to build a picture 
of each student as a literacy learner and their particufar area of need. This isn't 
easy because literacy 1s multifaceted and hard to explain, let alone assess 
accurately I use things like the BURT word test, South Australian Spelling Test, 
Peter's Dictation, Progressive Achievement Test - Reading (PATA} and Reading 
For Understanding Running Records in (Rowe, Lamont, Daly, Edwards & Mayor 
Cox 2000). 
The English teachers are pretty happy with the withdrawal aspect of Literacy Support 
because they're not sure how to deal with 'these students' (as they call them) whose 
levels are low to mid Primary levels. They sometimes ask me, 'Shouldn't they already 
be literate? Why didn't they learn to read 1n primary school? Can't the problem be 
solved by preventing reading difficulties early on?' 
Kids with low literacy levels sometimes display behaviour problems in class, and so 
they spend a lot of time in the RP (Restorative Practices) room A good way to get out 
of Reading and Writing 1s to mess up in class. Other subject area teachers are at a loss 
to know how to engage such low literacy students in Sc1ence or History or Maths, and 
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many don't think it's their JOb to teach students to read and write. I have given them a 
copy ofThe Four Resources Model but there's a long way to go with this 
The Four Resources Model refers to 'four roles' of the reader outlined in the following 
article. Freebody, P & Luke, A 1990, 'Literacres programs: debates and demands in 
cultural context', Prospect, pp. 5, 7-16. The same authors later rephrased their model 
as 'four practices' which include: the code-breaker, text participant. text user and text 
analyst (Luke, A & Freebody, P 1999) Map of possible practices: further notes on the 
four resources model (Pract1cal/y Pnmary, vol 4, no 12, pp. 5-8). 
Careful selection and assessment of students is important to Gaelene's practice, as 
is communication with teachers. At the same time, she raises questions about the 
perceptions of the English teachers and teachers of other discipline areas within sec-
ondary school who do not appear to be prepared to identify themselves as 'teachers 
of literacy'. 
In her story, Gaelene mentions that the Four Resources Model can be used by 
educators from discipline areas other than English as a framework for the teaching 
of literacy. This model can assist educationalists to adopt a balanced approach to lit-
eracy education and to plan for and monitor the resources or strategies that students 
adopt when they are reading and writing. The model also assists teachers to plan for 
and monitor subject literacies (Queensland School Curriculum Council 2001). 
Reflection and discussion 
\fVhy de you foel 1.Jm~ sorr12 s~uaen1s ::;cnuinue w req~-;_1re edG1t1onal sui=~ofL Nhc::;n ;;nc::;:;-
enLer secondary schccl? Y:Ju 'v-rculd na--e coceG tba;:, Ule seco11cLaPy scncc~ teachers 
WlLh v,Thorn Gaelene ~S see:r11 t,c o~ame teachi:::rs rcr GOL ensur,ne; 
thaL .StudenGs learn GO reac<. Do j'OU feel th81u ~21S k~:r::_j accuc8::~cn :::: '\;arrnnu:;d? 
HcvT might .seccndary schocJ lea:::;hers a:::i_dress ~h's :r::_eec:.s cf su11ents T,,m:::; require 
admucnal supi:;cri:,? \NhaL rrngbl primary sc11001 teachers j:::; CJ r~elp tric::1r SlU'.leni:,s 
cope vrrch Lhe hterg,cy aeman:is assocl8,Led TN"itn eacn suojec:: area w[1eL -c1Ey 2i,ri r.-e 
a~ seccnjary school? HcN migtrG secondary- teachers and ,e;·1r;.a<1 cea,c:Lers -:'T'JIL 
;:ogether to ensure L-h'1t 1he llueracy neecs of s::udenLS are :cr1et de.. r L L~~1s L2a:::1sJ::r:::::1 
phase? 
Gaelene continues with her account of the kind of preparation she feels obliged to do 
in order to address the needs of her students. 
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I plan the Year 7, 8 and 9 programs by beginning with Reading comprehension. The 
school has been working on improving reading engagement and comprehension for 
the past three years. It's part of the school's Strategic Plan. So explicit teaching of read-
ing comprehension 1s a key part of Literacy Support classes. I use the comprehension 
processes and strategies of Snowball (2006) and Munro (2006) with the students 1n 
order to talk about reading comprehension processes like pred1ct1ng, questioning, 
thinking aloud, using text structures and features, visualising and summans1ng or 
paraphrasing. Some students don't have, or can't remember strategies to help them 
solve problems when they read in order to gain meaning. We use these during shared 
reading, guided reading and reciprocal reading. These strategies are used in other pro-
grams and considered effective intervention/support strategies. A lot of students can't 
or don't want to read because they think it's about saying the words right, and so I 
spend time boosting their confidence by convincing them that they are reading 1f they 
can gain meaning from the text, even if they don't know all the words. Reading 1s a 
meaning-making activity, or 1t 1s nothing at all. 
I use 'Hand', 'Head' and 'Heart' questions to prompt reading for meaning. The posters 
I have on the wall explain these as literal, inferential and evaluative/response levels of 
comprehension. I try to get them to read critically with the evaluative/response type 
questions and I mainly use newspapers for this. The local paper 1s good, because the 
text isn't too difficult. but there is a problem with suitabf e materials for this, as the top-
ics don't always interest the kids With guided silent reading (New Zealand Department 
of Education 1983) most can be guided to form an opinion on an issue. Guided Silent 
Reading asks that students read silently in response to posed questions with discus-
sions that follow (commonly used 1n the middle years). 
My reading of debates about genre approaches linked to d1vers1ty and disadvantage 
means that I am always talking about purposes, structures and text types, as I link 
them together and I try to use the language that's employed in some standardised 
tests, such as: What 1s the purpose of this text? Why did the author write this text? 
Who might read this text? Why? We begin with finding main ideas and supporting ide-
as in short factual DVDs and print texts. A lot of kids can't find the main ideas to begin 
with, but they engage with the DVDs and learn to identify facts and main ideas Stu-
dents record the main ideas on a graphic organiser and use it to retell/report in pairs. 
We talk constantly about purposes of reports, who writes reports and why, what 
makes a good report and how we go about writing reports. I do some modelled writ-
ing and they give oral reports or some might write short reports or iust a paragraph 
Many of these 'at-risk' students are reluctant writers and rarely wnte voluntarily They 
have little understanding of what makes a piece of writing 'good' and how to improve 
their own and other's writing. It's a struggle to get them to wnte anything, and so we 
have response Journals in which teachers and students wnte to each other It's like free 
writing, we don't correct it. it's 1ust personal writing about interests, learning and school 
Throughout the weeks in Literacy support we work through different structures like 
time-order, cause-effect, problem-solution, one point of view-another point of view. 
We use mult1modal texts, as well as texts they read and write in subiects su_ch as 
Science and History. We look at cause-effect structures 1n their Science texts and 
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time-order structures in History texts. Some kids make the connections and others don't. 
Figure 8 1 shows how it fits together. 
READING COMPREHENSION 
• Levels of comprehension and comprehension strategies 
• Text structures and thinking tools 
• Genre: social purposes 
STRATEGIES 
1 Prediction 
2 Questions and 
questioning 
3 Thmk aloud (infer) 
STRUCTURES 
Comprehension: 
•Literal: 'right there' 
HAND 
• Inferential: ·search 
and find' HEAD 
•Evaluative response: 
'think beyond the text' 
HEART 
STRATEGIES 
4 Text structure and 
features 
5 Visualismg 
6 Summarising 
Main idea- ¢ e.g. Explosion chart Supporting ideas 
Cause-Effect ¢ I e.g. Flow chart 
Time-Order ¢ I e.g. T1meline 
Problem-Solution ¢ e.g. Graphic orgamser 
One point of view- ¢ e.g. Semantic Another point of view network 
( GENRE: SOCIAL PURPOSES ) 
NARRATIVE RECOUNT INFORMATION EXPOSITION I ARGUMENT 
• Entertam •Retell feelmgs, observauons NARRATIVE • Pe1suade 
•Amuse •Describe •inform •Inform 
POETRY •inform • Entertam 
•Convey messages, moods •Reflect 
concepts, stoues 
TRANSACTIONAL PROCEDURE INFORMATION VISUAL TEXTS 
• Get thmgs done • Direct, msl! uct REPORT •Promote 
•Explore and mamtam • Descnbe how to get •Inform •Sell 
fnendsh1ps things done • Make compausons • Peisuade 
DESCRIPTION EXPLANATION NEWSPAPER DISCUSSION/DEBATE 
• C1eate 'word pictures' • Inf01m REPORT •Discuss 
• Explore and explam • Descnbe p10cesses, • lnfotm •Persuade 
phenomena • Retell. recount • Explore issueo and ideas 
•Argue 
Fig. 8.1: A planning template developed and used by Gaelene 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
Gaelene also integrates the teaching and learning of reading, writing and speaking 
tasks by drawing on some aspects of genre approaches. In this respect, she experi-
ences some tensions, as she explains in the following reflection: 
I don't really follow the curriculum cycle proposed in some genre-based teaching 
models (Macken 1989). We talk about the purposes and structures and features of 
texts as we read and view a range of texts, and link short speaking and writing tasks 
to the genres. I try to engage students in learning by linking tasks and experiences to 
their interests So I choose content, a subject, a topic or an issue to explore as they 
are learning skills and concepts. At present we are exploring the natural environment 
and issues related to sustainability. I have heaps of great resources such as nature 
and travel DVDs, posters, catalogues and picture books, and National Geographic 
magazines and interactive whiteboard resources. Students pore over the fishing, 
hunting and surfing magazines during quiet reading and flick through the Motorcycle 
Trader, Motor Trend and Classic Car magazines any chance they get. They Google 
all kinds of facts about whales, crocodiles and other deadly creatures and really get 
into adventure movies that pit humans against the wilds of the environment. All of 
this gives me a context to explore some big picture ideas related to sustainability, 
like water conservation, alternative energies, biodiversity and climate change. This 
is the way I planned in upper primary year levels when I developed inquiry units of 
work and used strategies for integrated learning (e.g. Murdoch [1998]), so I follow 
this design model. It gives me a context to do some vocabulary work and spelling 
linked to the inquiries. 
Reflection and discussion 
Hmv 'Nould you descnte Gaelene's pedagogy9 Can you ldent1fy specific examples 
where she appears to be rnfluer~ceG by cne theoretical pos1L1:Jn rai:her than anmher? 
Stie says ;_nm, ·expl1Cll. ;:,eac2"1mg of readmg ".:orcprehens10n is a key pan L.ei:eracy 
Suoport classes'. VJ11a1 kmj cf ra;,ionaJe w:iuld y::iu g11,Te fer 'exp1ic~1 teachmg'? \11.'ny 
would :ms help studenLs v>'ho are ·a;:,-nsk'? VV'nax is 'L11e purpose :Jf 'free TNnG_ng'9 V1~ny 
might. u11s be of tenefil to her mudeni:is? Whm strategies does sne appear t0 use in 
crder GO 'engage' srndents in their learnmg? v.,-ha;:, do ycu believe is necessary LO 
fac1ltca0e studen0 engagemer:c.? Vvculd ar:y cf ;:,hese strategies that sJ:1e mem,1ons be 
useful 'Nhen TNorkmg vv:c1I1 h1gh-ach1e'"1ng Suudenw? 
Maria's story: turning it upside down: 
working in professional learning teams 
The two previous stories about Gaelene's professional practice have opened up 
some of the multiple dimensions of planning for learning and teaching literacy. 
Chapter 8 Planning for teaching/ planning for learning 
No teacher plans in isolation, but his or her practice is mediated in complex 
ways by a wealth of considerations, not least the need to work within mandated 
curriculum frameworks and school policy. In Chapter 2, Rachel recalls the con-
flict she was experiencing between conforming with school policy and her desire 
for greater professional autonomy. To lessen her anxiety, one of her colleagues 
told Rachel to simply close her classroom door and do what she liked! Whether 
this is really an option is an open question - it is clear from Rachel's story that 
she continued to grapple with tensions in her efforts to address the needs of her 
students. And it is important to recognise that collaborating with others in order 
to plan for learning and teaching is not necessarily a bad thing. The activity of 
planning can generate a sense on the part of teachers of shared responsibility, 
not only for the welfare of students in their individual classrooms but for the 
welfare of students throughout the school. It can produce a sense of belonging 
to a professional community where everyone is working together for the benefit 
of all students. 
Maria's story focuses on the complexities that arise when staff plan together, 
exploring both the challenges and the positive outcomes that can occur when staff 
engage in this process. It is divided into two parts: the first is a somewhat critical 
account of planning with one group of teachers, and the second is a more positive 
account, when Maria found the quality of the discussion much more satisfying. An 
experienced teacher who has taught in both primary and secondary school settings, 
she has been extensively engaged in collaborative planning. A key challenge, as 
she sees it, is to ensure that students remain at the centre of the planning process, 
when staff collaboratively take steps to ensure that they do not lose sight of their 
students. 
As you read through the first example of planning, consider how it compares 
with your own experiences, especially planning that moves beyond your own class-
room to involve other colleagues. This is the first part of Maria's story. 
My experience of planning meetings has been one of hour-long sessions focused on 
packing in as much adm1nistrat1ve information as possible Excursions, incursions, 
reporting, resources, t1metabl1ng and the day-to-day business of teaching were the top-
ics of conversation. 
When units of inquiry have been reviewed it has often been a case of 'show and tell', 
with experienced teachers showing their breadth of knowledge and accumulated 
resources on the topic and less experienced teachers either feeling inadequate or mad-
ly sourcing resources that they can share. For graduate teachers or teachers new to a 
department, the lead-up to these meetings is often stressful and highlights their inexp-
erience, placing the more experienced teacher in a position of authority and superiority 
There is rarely engagement in reflective, collaborative discussion 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
When we taik about teaching in such meetings, 1t 1s more a case of the expert teacher 
or a member of the leadership team passing on knowledge to those of us who are 
less knowledgeable We listen attentively and leave with a checklist or formula to fol-
low to make sure that our teaching was 'effective'. Some checki1st items that I recall 
have included: 
• Did we have all the elements of the e5 1nstruct1onal model: engage, explore, 
explain, elaborate, evaluate 7 (Department of Education and Early Childhood 
Development 2013) 
• Have we planned for whole-part-whole teaching and learning? 
• Have we made use of Web 2.0 technologies 1n the classroom? 
I can see the ment of such foci and have experienced some successes through their 
implementation, but over time I became concerned that these discussions were 
focused on the teacher with little mention of the child 
This is not uncommon practice. A study conducted into the professional development 
required to achieve positive student outcomes found that there was little impact on stu-
dent learning when the focus remained on 'desirable teaching behaviours that should 
be implemented', rather than on the identification of 'a specific problem to solve or 
goal to achieve' (Timperley, Parr & Bertanees 2009, p. 231). This means remaining 
attentive to the behaviours of children in your classroom, trying to learn from your 
observations of their learning and the work that they produce. The focus on children 
can be lost in the planning process if the focus is on the implementation of a teaching 
template or a particular instructional model. 
Wiggins & McT1ghe (2005) find that primary schools typically have a heavy focus on 
the activities that could be used in the hope that learning occurs, whereas secondary 
schools focus more on coverage - have we covered all the content that needs to be cov-
ered in this subject? In both cases, whether the discussion 1s related to the act1vit1es or 
to content, the focus is on what teachers intended to teach, and not on the learning that 
might occur or what the children might bring with them into the classroom. 
However, Maria's story does not end here, with her unease about the way planning 
meetings tended to focus on teaching rather than learning. The second part of her 
story has a more positive outcome. It explores a transformation that occurred in the 
interactions that took place when Maria began teaching in the early years of primary 
school, when she became part of a new teaching team. Her team meetings during the 
year involved an initial change in focus that acted as a catalyst for more generative 
planning. Here there was a shift from a focus on teaching to a focus on learning and 
a move towards reflective, collaborative discussion. 
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More than a number: sitting in on 
a team meeting 
At the end of a long day, we filed into the leader's classroom in dribs and drabs, talking 
to each other about our daily challenges, our triumphs and after-school plans, bending 
the ear of a sympathetic other. Prefaced with a dramatic glance down at her watch, 
the leader called us to attention, handing out the agenda and launching into the first 
item wrth little preamble. Having assessed all of our students on their reading skills 
as per our school's mandated testing schedule, we were to discuss our students' out-
comes. We looked at those outcomes as an overall average reading level score and we 
looked at the individual outcomes of all of our students. We compared our students' 
outcomes with each other and with the outcomes that they received the year before. 
Nothing new there. This was a practice we were used to and the script was one we 
could have recited from previous years 
By the end of the previous year, all except one child had achieved the minimum bench-
mark level in reading and 1t appeared that we were well on the way to ach1ev1ng the 
same outcome this year as well. We could have chosen to tick that box on our admin-
1strat1ve checklist, pat ourselves on the back and then move on to the next agenda 
item, as had been our common practice But on this occasion something transforma-
t1ve happened that took us 1n a new d1rect1on. Rather than discussing what we were 
going to teach next. with a cursory comment that linked back to the data we'd just 
looked at, we chose to dig deeper 'But what learning has really occurred?', we asked. 
'Reading a text demonstrates that a child can decode text, but what skills, strategies 
and understandings have they learned to use through the process?' 'How does this 
tell me Johnny or Jane's story so that I know what to teach next?' A reading level, 
a number, were summary judgements that could not answer those questions. Our 
leader paused for a moment, pushed her copy of the agenda aside and said, 'Let's 
talk about that'. 
That day, we began to question intensely what we should be expecting of our stu-
dents. Returning to the curriculum, we familiarised ourselves with the achievement 
standards from a number of levels. The curriculum 1nd1cated that at the foundational 
level students were expected to be able to make text-to-self connections, predict and 
question. The next level, level one, asked that students use text-to-self connections to 
explain characters and main events, and that at the next level up, level two, students 
are able to make text-to-text connections to inform their deeper understanding of the 
text Through these professional conversations we developed a greater appreciation 
for where our students were heading and how the skill of reading developed in com-
plexity and built on the skills that came before. 
Through such processes teachers can come to appreciate the limitations of the data 
used to inform teaching. If such data do not appear to provide any valuable insights 
into students' learning, then teachers can jointly decide to refine those assessments 
or replace them with other assessments that are more diagnostic or formative in 
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their function. Data that simply categorises students as belonging to a certain level do 
not necessarily show how you might scaffold them into higher learning. In addition to 
summative assessments, it is also necessary to implement formative assessment that 
provides a more nuanced picture of a child's language and learning. 
As teachers we need to see purpose to our engagement in the planning process. 
That process should be akin to inquiring into our professional practice, addressing 
both our own needs and those of our students. We also need to connect with our prior 
knowledge and to think about how that knowledge might be transformed by what we 
are learning now. 
Mana and her colleagues were embarking on a cycle of collaborative inquiry that is s1m1-
lar to those discussed in Chapter 3. When 1nterrogat1ng your own practice it can be 
useful to consider various models of inquiry to assist you or the groups you work with 
to improve performance through the 1dent1tication and setting of goals, self-regulation 
and reflection. 
Above all, we need to go away from such meetings with a view to implementing new 
ideas and exploring new strategies that might answer some of the questions we have 
raised. Otherwise we run the risk of simply reverting to our previous practice the 
moment we leave the meeting. 
A few weeks later: sitting in on 
another team meeting 
At the end of a long day, we filed into the leader's classroom 1n dribs and drabs, talking 
to each other about our daily challenges, our triumphs and students ... yet this time 
it was different. This time our conversations were centred around our changes to our 
literacy practices. There was no glancing at watches or handing out of agendas. We 
knew the main topic of conversation and launched into the meeting without pausing 
for breath. 
One teacher shared how she made displays and referred to them periodically when 
reading a text, asking students what connections they were making and how they 
were interpreting what they had read, based on those connections. Asking students 
to reflect and interpret was part of her prior practice, but it was now more structured, 
scaffolded and expl1c1t, as she was referring to the displays when asking the students 
to consider their 1nterpretat1ons. She engaged students 1n deep conversations, respect-
ing their prior experiences, knowledge and reflections, respecting them as equals 
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rather than 'fishing' for predetermined answers. Another teacher mentioned that she 
often modelled this behaviour when reading aloud but had not explicitly explained the 
strategies she used to assist her in making those connections. This helped her to 
explain her 'think aloud' to the students and assisted her with her choice of language 
when seeking to engage them in deep conversations and to help her students to 
explain their own thinking. I explained that I often asked my students to predict what 
the text would be about, when first looking at the cover and when stopping strategi-
cally throughout a text. I integrated this focus into my prior practice by asking students 
to make connections to self, other texts and world, listing these on the board and 
then using their collective knowledge, understandings, experiences and connections 
to inform predictions. 
This sharing of practices and resources did not feel like a 'show-and-tell' session. Every-
one felt as though they could contribute, no matter how many years of experience they 
had. This put everyone on a level playing field, with the child squarely within focus. This 
also !ed us to reflect on how we could better gather data on our students' ab11it1es to 
make more informed judgements. 
This meeting generated plans for further research by the teachers into particular 
strategies that they could employ to meet the needs of the students. All the teachers 
eventually made use of those strategies, integrating them into their current practice 
to improve and enhance what they already considered to be relatively effective, while 
considering what would work best for their students. As a result of the sharing 
sessions and following the successes they had had in their own classroom, they were 
able to trial new ideas, to reflect on their practice and share those reflections with 
each other. 
Conclusion 
We began this chapter with Thomas, highlighting the need for student voices in plan-
ning, assessment and feedback so that students were empowered and became active 
participants in their own learning. We then moved on to Gaelene, and encouraged 
you to consider the diversity of the students you are teaching, and how the adoption 
of particular approaches or programs should always be tailored to the needs of indi-
vidual students. We then invited you to sit in on team meetings with Maria. Here we 
encouraged you to consider whether you are planning: 
• begins with the child 
• allows for time to get to know your students 
• begins with the learning that you want to take place 
• becomes an opportunity for you to engage in further professional learning that 
enhances your teaching practice. 
Becoming a Teacher of Language and Literacy 
Teaching can often take place in isolation. Here we have challenged you to consider 
how your planning for learning and teaching might be developed into a process of 
reflective collaboration and partnerships with other teachers and more importantly -
your students. 
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